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Venus Williams defeats Serena in straight sets at BNP Paribas Open 13 Mar 2018. Serena Williams first competitive singles appearance in more than a year came to an end Monday evening. In their 29th career meeting, she Serena Williams dreading showdown with sister Venus Tennis. 1 Jun 2018. After winning their second-round French Open doubles match in straight sets today, Venus and Serena Williams, who laugh and joke during Serena Williams reveals reason she is playing doubles with Venus. 13 Mar 2018. Serena Williams first official tournament since becoming a mom was cut short by older sister Venus, who won their duel in straight sets. Venus & Serena Williams 13 Mar 2018. An unwanted rivalry with roots going back 20 years had its latest chapter Monday night at the BNP Paribas Open, with Venus Williams beating Tennis team of rivals, Venus and Serena Williams, keep proving. 11 Mar 2018. Serena Williams will play sister Venus in the third round at Indian Wells as she continues her comeback after the birth of her child. Venus Williams beats Serena Williams in Indian Wells – as it. 1 Jun 2018. SERENA WILLIAMS has revealed she is only playing doubles at the French Open so she doesn't have to practise! Venus and Serena Williams: from Compton to the world French Open -- Venus Williams, Serena Williams reach third round. 13 Mar 2018. Serena Williams comeback was halted by older sister Venus, who won their third-round matchup at the BNP Paribas Open 6-3, 6-4 on Monday Venus Williams beats Serena Williams for first time in nearly four years. These sporting sisters have carried all before them in the tennis world since Venus first Grand Slam win in 2000. With seven Grand Slams to her name, Venus Serena Williams Forgets How Many Grand Slam Doubles Titles She. 12 Mar 2018 - 43 sec - Uploaded by ESPNSerena Williams speaks to reporters after losing to her sister Venus Williams 6-3, 6-4, Venus. Serena Williams comeback tourney ends thanks to Aunt Venus 10 Apr 2018. Venus and Serena Williams are adding their names and voices to the push for equal pay championed by the Billie Jean King Leadership. Who Are Venus and Serena Williams? by James Buckley, Jr., Who 11 Mar 2018. Former world No. 1 Serena Williams wishes she was facing literally anybody other than her older sister Venus in the third round at Indian Wells. Venus Williams beats Serena Williams in straight sets to advance at the French Open. The Williams sisters are two professional American tennis players: Venus Williams b. 1980, a seven-time Grand Slam title winner singles, and Serena Williams. Who Are Venus and Serena Williams? - Who 11 Mar 2018. Nike athletes Serena and Venus Williams met up at the 2018 Indian Wells BNP Paribas Open. With Venus beating her sister in the third round. On the Doubles Court, Venus and Serena Williams Make Time. 30 May 2018. Serena and Venus Williams came back to win their first Grand Slam doubles match together in almost two years. As Serena Williams Continues Her Comeback, Venus Williams. 1 Jun 2018. Venus and Serena Williams, who last played -- and won -- a Grand Slam doubles title in 2016, have reached the third round of the French Open Beats Serena out of Indian Wells 2018 Tournament. 13 Mar 2018. Serena Williams comeback tour ended in Indian Wells, Calif., on Monday, but the fans got what they wanted: A Williams sister rematch. Venus Williams beats sister Serena in Indian Wells - CNN 12 Mar 2018. Venus and Serena Williams took Stadium Court at Indian Wells and played a rousing match to the delight of the fans, providing closure on a Game Changers: The Story of Venus and Serena Williams: Lesa. 13 Mar 2018. After 14 months away from professional tennis, Serena Williams, now a Venus Williams says recent match experience gave her the edge. Williams Forever: How Venus and Serena changed the game for. 13 Mar 2018. Serena Williams was eliminated from her comeback tournament in Indian Wells in the third round, late on Monday night, but she will probably Williams sisters rivalry - Wikipedia Oprah with Venus and Serena Williams. Two sisters whose spin on the buttoned-up game of tennis talk about passion, fashion, family, coping with criticism Venus and Serena Williams speak about pay equality - CNBC.com ?13 Mar 2018. Rolling report: Venus Williams defeated sister Serena in straight sets for the first time since the 2008 Wimbledon final on Monday night at Indian Wells and Serena Williams put on show that desert fans have been. 12 Mar 2018. Gael Monfils gives the Wakanda Forever salute in Indian Wells, where Venus and Serena Williams will play each other for the first time on Williams sisters - Wikipedia Serena Williams and Venus Williams of USA won their trophies after the final of the ladies doubles against Timea Babos of Hungary and Yaroslava Shvedova of. Serena Williams knocked out by sister Venus at Indian Wells Venus Williams and Serena Williams are professional tennis players and sisters who have. Serena Williams to play Venus in Indian Wells third round - BBC Sport 11 May 2018 - 1 minVenus Williams talks about how she talks with Serena Williams before every match, including Venus and Serena Williams - Veganuary 2 Jun 2018. Serena Williams, the winner of 23 major singles titles, is arguably the best ever at her job. Even the legendary champion Roger Federer has Serena Williams Wears Her Catsuit Again as She and Sister Venus. Venus, Serena Williams join Billie Jean King equal pay push. Venus and Serena Williams are two of the most successful professional American tennis players of all time. Coached at an early age by their parents, the sisters Venus Williams discusses talking to Serena before every match. The dynamic story of the Williams sisters, both top-ranked professional tennis players. Venus and Serena Williams are two of the most successful professional Oprahs Interview with Venus and Serena Williams - Oprah.com 1 Jun 2018. Serena Williams covering her mouth as she talked to her sister Venus during their second-round doubles match at the French Open on Friday.